
Our growing company is looking for a lead instructor. To join our growing team,
please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for lead instructor

Ensure that all labs, activities, and classes are conducted with a 100%
commitment to safety by implementing, documenting, and following strict
safety procedures
Be dedicated to the improvement of the department and be able to provide
constructive criticism and helpful solutions to other instructors/GTAs
Possess adroit observational skills and be capable of offering fresh, creative
solutions in difficult situations
Due to multiple training sites some travel may be required
Coordinates Program courses as assigned
Evaluates student progress periodically, consults with the Lead Instructor
and/or Program Manager
Evaluates student progress periodically and provides feedback and
counseling on a regular basis
Provide instruction on current domestic and international insurgent threats,
tactics and procedures to include
Deliver group-paced instruction on current IED tactics techniques procedures
(TTP), device make up by component and group, improvised/homemade
explosives, search procedures and IED electronics
Preparation and facilitation of practical hands-on training with specialized
training devices, detection and identification equipment/methods and search
procedures and planning

Qualifications for lead instructor

Example of Lead Instructor Job Description
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immediate improvements
Must be able to continuously meet the medical requirements for the position
being offered as determined by a pre-employment medical screening and in
accordance with published CRC and USCENTCOM medical deployment
standards
Have a minimum TSSCI clearance at the time of hire
Must maintain a Secret security clearance with no safeguarding capabilities
Must maintain a high degree of physical fitness allowing you to competently
handle the physical demands of this position, which include working in
extreme environmental conditions such as heat and cold, being able to move
6 miles a day in rough terrain and working non-standard hours
Must hold and maintain a Secret level security clearance


